At Zayo, we’re always on your wavelength. Our optical Wavelength service provides dedicated bandwidth to major data centres, carrier hotels and enterprise locations across our long-haul and metro networks. The network in North America allows our customers to choose from multiple routes that connect locations in Canada and the United States to meet latency and diversity demands.

Zayo is continually expanding its fiber network to offer customers fast, high-bandwidth capacity connections to key cities across the globe. Our unique expertise and track record of successful implementation ensures you have a reliable partner for your networking and infrastructure needs.

Zayo offers multiple diverse routes between Canada and the United States

Route Overview

**Vancouver to Seattle**
- Sub-sea and inland diverse routes

**Calgary to Cut Bank**
- Provides another regional route diverse between Seattle and Vancouver

**Toronto to Chicago**
- A fast, direct route connecting these major markets
- Offers a diverse route between Chicago and New York

**Toronto to New York**
- The fastest available route between these major exchange markets

**Montreal to New York**
- Planned to be complete in 2019